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1. Introduction
Many problems concerning differential equations are of a variational
nature and can be put in the form
Lu={u F (x, u), (P)
where L : D(L)/H  H is an unbounded, selfadjoint operator on a
closed subspace H of L2(0, Rm), 0/RN is a bounded domain and
F : 0_Rm  R is a Caratheodory function which is C 1 in the variables
u # Rm. In this case, with suitable growth conditions on F and for an
appropriate Hilbert space E / H, the weak solutions of (P) are the criti-
cal points of the functional I : E  R given by
I (u)=q(u)&|
0
F (x, u) dx,
where q is the quadratic form on E corresponding to the operator L.
Here we are interested in the situation that I is strongly indefinite in the
sense that it is neither bounded from above or from below, even modulo
subspaces of finite dimension or codimension. This is indeed the case for
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Hamiltonian Systems, for Nonlinear Wave Equations and for Non-
cooperative Elliptic Systems, which are the classes of problems for which
we provide applications in Section 3 of our abstract results of Section 2.
These abstract results will follow from general min-max techniques as in
[4]. To that end we show that, if the functional N(u)=0 F (x, u) dx is
nonquadratic at infinity in the sense of (H+2 ) below, then the functional
I=q&N satisfies a compactness condition of the PalaisSmale type,
which is the key ingredient in applying variational methods. As a conse-
quence, we are able to prove two abstract results on existence of critical
points for the functional I, the underlying idea consisting of doing
separate studies of the ``geometry'' of I and its ``compactness'' properties.
Loosely speaking, the first result (Theorem 2.9) says that problem (P)
always has a solution in the case that 2F (x, u)|u| 2 ``does not cross
asymptotically'' the spectrum _(L) or the operator L. On the other hand,
Theorem 2.10 says that (P) has a nontrivial solution provided that
2F (x, u)|u| 2 ``crosses'' the spectrum _(L) as |u| varies from 0 to .
The basic common structure of the problems just mentioned has been
previously emphasized by Amann [1] and BenciRabinowitz [4], among
others. Since there is a vast literature on this subject and it is not our inten-
tion to give a complete bibliography, we shall restrict ourselves to those
papers which are directly related to the results in this work and refer the
interested reader to the basic references [20, 25, 30].
In [1], Amann introduced a saddle point reduction method (cf. also
[8]) and used it to study problems of the form (P). He considered, among
others, the problem of existence of T-periodic solutions of the Hamiltonian
system
&J
du
dt
={H(t, u), (HS)0
where J is the usual symplectic matrix and {H={uH is the gradient in the
variables u # R2n. Under the basic assumptions that H is C 2, H( } , 0)=0
and that _(D2uH(t, u))/[:, ;] for all t, u (and some :<;), it was proved
in [1] that (HS )0 has a nontrivial T-periodic solution provided that
D2u H(t, } ) ``crosses'' the spectrum [*j]j # Z of the operator &J(ddt) as |u|
varies from 0 to . In fact, multiplicity results were also obtained relating
the number of solutions to the number of eigenvalues ``crossed''. As already
pointed out in the beginning, we will explore the notion of crossing of
eigenvalues in a much weaker sense than in [1]. Also note that, if
_(D2uH(t, u))/[:, ;] and :0, then H(t, } ) is convex. By contrast, no
convexity assumption is made in our results.
In a different approach, problem (HS )0 was considered by Rabinowitz
[23, 25] in the autonomous situation H(t, u)=H(u). In this case, using the
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fact that the Hamiltonian H is constant on solutions of (HS )0 , it was
proved in [23, 25] that (HS )0 has a nontrivial T-periodic solution for any
T>0 provided that H(u)=o( |u| 2) at u=0 and H satisfies the well-known
superquadraticity condition (cf. [2])
0<%H(u)u } {H(u) \ |u|M, (AR)%
for some M>0 and %>2. This condition was used after a truncation argu-
ment, so that no growth was imposed on H.
In our first application in Section 3, we consider the problem of existence
of T-periodic solutions for the nonautonomous Hamiltonian system
&J
du
dt
=Au+{H(t, u) (HS)
where the continuous Hamiltonian H(t, u) is T-periodic in t, of class C 1 in
u and has a polynomial growth in that variable. One of the results we
prove is Theorem 3.4 which says that (HS ) possesses a nonzero T-periodic
solution provided that the conditions below hold:
lim inf
|u|  
u } {H(t, u)&2H(t, u)
|u|+
a>0 unif. for t # [0, T], (NQ)
H(t, u) 12*k&1 |u|
2 for all (t, u) # [0, T]_R2n, (C1)
lim sup
u  0
2H(t, u)
|u| 2
:<*k<;lim inf
|u|  
2H(t, u)
|u| 2
unif. for t # [0, T], (C2)
where +>0 is suitably restricted and *k&1<*k are consecutive eigenvalues
of the operator L=&Jddt&A with T-periodicity condition.
We note that (NQ) above and (C1), (C2) are, respectively, the ``non-
quadraticity'' condition and the ``crossing'' conditions mentioned earlier.
Moreover, it is common to consider separately the cases in which H(t, u)
is ``subquadratic'' or ``superquadratic'' (cf. [4] and the references therein).
Here, besides the fact that (HS ) can be nonautonomous, the Hamiltonian
H(t, u) is not supposed to be either subquadratic or superquadratic, but
instead to satisfy the nonquadraticity condition (NQ). In particular, the
above result complements the aforementioned theorem of Rabinowitz (see
[25], Thm 6.10) where the superquadraticity condition (AR)% was used.
Finally, we point out that (NQ) allows resonant situations arising from
quadratic Hamiltonians. For example, given * # R, suppose that the
Hamiltonian H(t, u) is of the form H(t, u)= 12 * |u|
2+H (t, u), where H
satisfies the LandesmanLazer [18] type condition,
lim
s  
u } {H (t, su)&a<0 uniformly for |u|=1 and t # [0, T].
(LL)
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Then H(t, u) satisfies (NQ) for all +1 and lim|u|   2H(t, u)|u| 2=*,
where * # R was given arbitrarily. Other examples where (NQ) holds in the
scalar case can be found in [11].
Our second application in Section 3 concerns the question of existence
of T-periodic solutions in t of nonlinear wave equations
utt&uxx+f (t, x, u)=0 (WE )
under Dirichlet boundary conditions u(t, 0)=u(t, ?)=0. In order to avoid
problems with small divisors we assume that T is a rational multiple of ?.
Again there is a vast literature on these problems and we shall restrict our-
selves to those papers which, to our knowledge, have a more direct bearing
on the results presented here. On the other hand, we refer the interested
reader to the following basic papers on the subject [1, 5, 6, 7, 21, 22] (and
references therein), where monotonicity and duality methods play an
important role. In our approach, we are able to complement some of the
results in [10, 14] where, similarly to here, no monotonicity assumption is
made on the nonlinearity f (t, x, } ) and one looks for solutions in a sub-
space H of symmetric functions which is invariant under the d'Alembertian
g=2t &
2
x and f, and has a trivial intersection with the kernel of g ; such
a procedure was first considered in [10] in order to remove the
monotonicity assumption on f and avoid difficulties with the infinite-
dimensional kernel of g. Then, by requiring that the potential F(t, x, u)
satisfies a nonquadraticity condition of the type (NQ) and crosses the spec-
trum of g |H in a sense analogous to (C1), (C2), we show in Theorem 3.7
that (WE) possesses at least one nonzero symmetric solution. In [28],
another existence result for (WE) was proved assuming that f (t, x, u)
crosses the spectrum of the unrestricted g and is monotone.
Finally, we show in Section (C) how our abstract theorems can also be
applied to a class of noncooperative elliptic systems which has been
recently considered by the authors in [13].
2. The Abstract Setting
(A) Algebraic Preliminaries
Let H be a closed subspace of L2(0, Rm) endowed with its usual inner
product ( } | } ) and norm | } |, where 0/RN is a bounded domain, and let
L : D(L)/H  H be an unbounded, selfadjoint operator with a discrete
pure point spectrum, that is, the spectrum _(L) of L consists of isolated
eigenvalues
} } } *&2*&1<*0=0<*1*2 } } } (2.1)
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with corresponding eigenfunctions forming an orthonormal basis for H
(*0=0 may or may not be an eigenvalue). We assume that there exists a
Hilbert space E, with inner product ( } , } ) and norm & }&, such that the
following basic hypotheses hold (for some constants C1 , C2>0):
D(L)/E/H, |u|C1 &u& \u # E, (L1)
(Lu | v)C2 &u&&v& \u, v # D(L). (L2)
From the above and the RieszFre chet theorem it follows that the
bilinear, symmetric form (u, v) [ (Lu | v) extends to a bounded, bilinear,
symmetric form a : E_E  R,
a(u, v)=(Lu, v) , (2.2)
where L: E  E is bounded, selfadjoint operator. Further (again by
RieszFre chet theorem), we let T : E  E denote the unique bounded,
selfadjoint operator such that
(u | v)=(Tu, v) \u, v # E. (2.3)
We note that, since ( } | } ) is an inner product, the operator T is positive,
that is,
(Tu, u) >0 \u{0. (2.4)
Moreover, it is not hard to see that if the inclusion E / H in (L1) is com-
pact then so is the selfadjoint operator T : E  E. In fact, we shall make the
following stronger assumption:
E / H is compact and LTu=TLu \u # E. (L3)
Then, it follows that LT is compact and selfadjoint. Therefore, by means of
the spectral theorem, the operators L and T can be simultaneously
diagonalized, that is, there exists an orthonormal basis [,j | j # Z] for E
and sequences [+j], [&j]/R such that
L,j=+j,j , T,j=&j ,j \j # Z,
where we may assume that j+j0. In fact, since (2.4) implies &j>0 \j # Z,
we will have after some suitable relabelling that *j=+j &j , where the *j's
are the eigenvalues of the problem a(u, v)=*(u | v) \v # E. The latter is
clearly equivalent to the following eigenvalue problem for the operator L
with respect to the operator T :
Lu=*Tu. (2.5)
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Next, we turn our attention to the quadratic form
qa(u)= 12 ((Lu, u) &a |u|
2), u # E, (2.6)
where a # R is given. Let us define the subspaces
Va=span[,j | *j<a],
Na=span[,j | *j=a], (2.7)
Wa=span[,j | *j>a],
where span denotes the closed span in the space E. Then we have
E=Va NaWa , where Va , Na and Wa are mutually orthogonal and
invariant under both operators L and T. Moreover, for u # E, we note that
we can write the Fourier expansion
u= :
j # Z
uj,j ,
where &u&2= j # Z u2j and |u|
2= j # Z &ju2j , since (,i , ,j )=$ij and
(,i | ,j )=(T,i , ,j ) =&j$ij in view of (2.3) and the choice of the orthonor-
mal basis [,j] for E. Therefore, recalling that +j=*j &j , we have
qa(u)= 12 :
j # Z
(*j&a) &j u2j . (2.8)
From (2.8) it is clear that the following proposition holds true.
Proposition 2.1. Assume that (L1)&(L3) hold and
lim inf
| j |  
|*j | &j>0. (2.9)
Then, given a # R, there exists &^= &^a>0 such that
qa(u)&&^ &u&2 \u # Va ,
qa(u)=0 \u # Na , (2.10)
qa(u)&^ &u&2 \u # Wa .
Remark 2.2. Note that, for a<b, we have Va/Vb and Wa#Wb . In
particular, if there exists an eigenvalue *k with a<*k<b, then
Vb#VaNaN*k and Wa#WbNbN* k .
Remark 2.3. If L is of the form L=L1&L2 , where L1 : E  E is an
isomorphism and L2 : E  E is a compact operator, then it is easy to verify
that condition (2.9) is satisfied.
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(B) A Compactness Condition
Continuing our study of problem (P) we now consider functionals I of
the form
I (u)=q(u)&N(u), u # E,
where N # C 1(E, R) is such that {N : E  E is a compact operator, and
E and q=q0 are as above. Throughout this paragraph, we are going to use
all the previous notation.
The main goal here is to describe a set of conditions on N under which
the whole functional I satisfies the following compactness condition of the
PalaisSmale type.
Definition 2.4. A functional I # C 1(E, R) is said to satisfy condition
(C) if
(C) Any sequence [un]/E such that I(un) is bounded and
(1+&un &)&{I(un)&  0 possesses a convergent subsequence.
This condition was introduced by Cerami in [9] and it was used by
BartoloBenciFortunato [3] to prove a deformation lemma (Thm 1.3
in [3]) which allows rather general minimax results. We note that (C ) is
implied by the usual Palais-Smale condition:
(PS) Any sequence [un]/E such that I(un) is bounded and
&{I(un)&  0 possesses a convergent subsequence.
In order to verify condition (C), as well as condition (PS ), one must take
into account properties of both the functional I and the space E. In par-
ticular, the behaviour of I (u) for large values of &u& is of critical impor-
tance. In our case, where I=q&N is a perturbation of the quadratic
form q, we are going to show that if N is not quadratic at infinity (in the
sense of (H+2 ) below) and E has the additional property (E) that follows,
then I satisfies condition (C).
More specifically, we assume that there exist a Banach space X, with
norm | } |X , such that E / X continuously and the following interpolation
type inequalities hold,
(i) |u|X(u)1&t &u&t \u # E
(E)
(ii) |u|C |u| 1&sX &u&
s \u # E,
for some C>0, t, s # (0, 1) and some 1-homogeneous function  : X  R+ .
In the next section we provide examples illustrating the use of these
inequalities. For now, note that (E)(ii) is of a technical nature and holds
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automatically if, for instance, we also have the continuous imbbeding
X / H. Moreover, letting _=(1&t)(1&s), note that (E) implies
|u|C(u)_ &u&1&_ \u # E. (2.11)
In addition to (E), we shall assume that {N satisfies the growth condi-
tion
&{N(u)&b |u| rX+d \u # E, (H1)
for some r, b, d0, and that N is not quadratic at infinity in the sense that
({N(u), u) &2N(u)a(u)+&c \u # E, (H+2 )
for some constants a, c>0 and some +>0.
Remark 2.5. Condition (H+2 ) has the following important feature. For
any a # R, denote Na(u)=N(u)&a2 |u| 2. Then, since Na and N differ by
a quadratic term, it follows that N satisfies (H+2 ) if and only if Na also
satisfies this same condition. Moreover, we have
I (u)=q(u)&N(u)=qa(u)&Na(u),
where a # R can be chosen so that Na=[0] (see (2.7)) and, therefore,
{qa : E  E is an isomorphism. As to (H1), it follows from (2.11) that {Na
satisfies the estimate
&{Na(u)&b |u| rX+ac(u)
_ &u&1&_+d \u # E (2.12)
whenever {N satisfies (H1). These remarks will be used in the proof of our
key Proposition 2.6 below, where we assume r>1 (without loss of
generality).
Proposition 2.6. Let conditions (L1)(L3) and (E) hold true. Assume
also that N # C 1(E, R) satisfies (H1), (H+2 ) with {N : E  E compact.
Then I=q&N satisfies the compactness condition (C) provided that tr<1.
Proof. By Remark 2.5 above, let a>0 be such that Na=[0]. Then
E=Va Wa and, defining i(u)=&u1+u2 for u=u1+u2 # Va Wa , it
follows from Proposition 2.1 and Remark 2.3 that
({qa(u), i(u)) =&2qa(u1)+2qa(u2)2&^a &u&2 \u # E. (2.13)
Now, let [un]/E be such that I (un) is bounded and
(1+&un &)& {I (un)&  0. Then, since q is homogeneous of degree 2, we
have
({I (u), u) &2I(u)=({N(u), u) &2N(u),
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so that (H+2 ) gives
(un)K0 \n # N (2.14)
for some K0>0. On the other hand, from (E), (H1) and Remark 2.5, it
follows that
({qa(un), i(un))=({I(un), i(un))+({Na(un), i(un))
c0+(b |un | rX+d )&un&+ac(un)
_ &un&1&_ &un&
c0+(b(un)(1&t) r &un&tr+d+ac(un)_ &un&1&_)&un&,
for some c0>0 and all n # N, where we used (2.12) and the fact that
&i(un)&=&un &. Therefore, in view of (2.13) and (2.14), we obtain
2&^a &un &2c0+(b0 &un &tr+d+a0 &un &1&_)&un& \n # N,
for some a0 , b0>0, which shows that &un& is bounded since 0<_<1 and
we are assuming tr<1.
Finally, since {qa : E  E is an isomorphism, {Na is compact and &un&
is bounded, it follows that [un] possesses a convergent subsequence, which
proves the result. K
Remark 2.7. It is clear that the proof of Proposition 2.6 goes through
with (H+2 ) replaced by
({N(u), u) &2N(u)&a(u)++c \u # E, (H&2 )
Next, we shall combine Proposition 2.6 with the BenciRabinowitz
Linking Theorem [4] (see also [25], Thm 5.29) to prove two abstract
results on existence of critical points for the functional I. Besides the non-
quadraticity conditions (H\2 ), either we shall be using one of the
asymptotic noncrossing conditions
*k&1<lim inf
|u|  
2N(u)
|u| 2
lim sup
|u|  
2N(u)
|u| 2
*k , (H+3 )
*k&1lim inf
|u|  
2N(u)
|u| 2
lim sup
|u|  
2N(u)
|u| 2
<*k , (H&3 )
or the crossing conditions
N(u)
1
2
*k&1 |u| 2 for all u # E, (H4)
lim sup
|u|  0
2N(u)
|u| 2
:<*k<;lim inf
|u|  
2N(u)
|u| 2
, (H5)
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where *k&1<*k are consecutive eigenvalues of the operator L. We start
with the simple nonresonant case in which (H+3 ) holds with both
inequalities strict [call this condition (H3)]. Then, assuming that N is
bounded on H-bounded subsets of E and using (H3), it is not hard to see
that the functional I has the geometry of a saddle on the decomposition
E=V* k W*k&1 , where the subspaces Va , Wa were defined in (2.7). On the
other hand, as shown in [3], a deformation lemma can be proved with the
weaker condition (C) replacing the usual PalaisSmale condition, and it
turns out that Thm 5.29 in [25] holds true under condition (C) (see [17]
for details). Therefore, since we already know from Proposition 2.6 that
condition (C) is valid, we have the following
Proposition 2.8. Under the hypotheses of Proposition 2.6 assume that
the functional N : E  R satisfies |N(u)|K1+K2 |u| 2 for all u # E (some
K1 , K2>0) and the nonquadraticity condition (H+2 ) [or (H
&
2 )]. Then, the
functional I possesses a critical point whenever (H3) is satisfied.
In fact, we will show next that the functional I still exhibits a saddle
geometry under the more general condition (H+3 ) or (H
&
3 ). It should be
noted that (H+3 ) allows situations of resonance in the sense that, for some
eigenvalue *k of L, the functional N may satisfy
lim
|u|  
2N(u)
|u| 2
=*k . (H6)
Theorem 2.9. Assume the hypotheses of Proposition 2.6 and that
N : E  R satisfies |N(u)|K1+K2 |u| 2 for all u # E (some K1 , K2>0).
Then, the functional I possesses a critical point provided that conditions
(H+2 ) and (H
+
3 ) [resp. (H
&
2 ) and (H
&
3 )] are satisfied.
Proof. Let us assume that (H+2 ) and (H
+
3 ) hold, since the proof is
similar under conditions (H&2 ) and (H
&
3 ). We start showing that
Nk(u) :=N*k(u)=N(u)&(*k2)|u|
2 is bounded from above on all of E.
Indeed, letting s>0, v # E with |v|=1 and using (H+2 ) on the identity
d
ds _
Nk(sv)
s2 &=
({Nk(sv), sv)&2Nk(sv)
s3
to integrate over the interval [t, T]/(0, +) yields the estimate
Nk(Tv)
T 2
&
Nk(tv)
t2

a(v)+
2&+ \
1
t2&+
&
1
T 2&++&
c
2 \
1
t2
&
1
T 2+ .
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Therefore, since lim supT   T &2Nk(Tv)0 uniformly for |v|=1 in view
of the right-hand side of (H+3 ), we obtain
Nk(tv)
t2

c^
t2
&
a^
t2&+
(v)+ \ |v|=1,
from which we conclude that
Nk(u)c^&a^(u)+c^ \u # E. (2.15)
Now, defining the subspaces E&=V*k , E+=W*k&1 and using the
left-hand side of (H+3 ) together with the fact that N is bounded on
H-bounded subsets of E, it clearly follows that
I (u)  & as &u&  , u # E&. (2.16)
Next, we show that I(u) is coercive on the subspace E+. Indeed, writing
u # E+ as u=u0+u1 , where u0 # N*k and u1 # W*k , we obtain the estimate
I(u)=q* k(u)&Nk(u)&^*k &u1&
2&c^, (2.17)
where we used Proposition 2.1, Remark 2.3 and (2.15). The above estimate
shows that I (u0+u1)   as &u1&  . Therefore, keeping (2.15) in
mind, in order to show the coerciveness of I on E+ , it suffices to prove
the following
Claim. If un=un0+un1 # N*k W*k is a sequence such that &un0&  
and &un1 & is bounded, then (un)   as n  .
Indeed, setting u^n0=un0 &un&, u^n1=un1 &un& and u^n=u^n0+u^n1 , we have
&u^n0&  1 and &u^n1&  0. Also, we may assume, for some u^ # E+ , that
u^n  u^ weakly in E and strongly in H. In fact, since &u^n1&  0, we conclude
that u^ # N* k and &u^&=1. In particular, we have that u^{0. Now, if (un)
were bounded, we would obtain from (E)(i) that |u^n |Xconst. &un&t&1  0
and then, from (E)(ii), that |u^|=0, contradicting the fact that u^{0. Thus
the Claim is proved and, as a consequence,
I (u)  + as &u&  , u # E+. (2.18)
Now, from (2.16) and (2.18) we see that the functional I has a saddle
geometry on the decomposition E=E& E+. Therefore, since condition
(C) is valid by Proposition 2.6, we may apply a variant of Thm 5.29 in
[25] as before to conclude that the functional I possesses a critical point
u^ # E. The proof of Theorem 2.9 is now complete. K
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Now, by contrast with Theorem 2.9 where the spectrum of L is not
asymptotically crossed at infinity, our next result considers the situation in
which _(L) is crossed as |u| varies from 0 to . In this case, we obtain the
following multiplicity result guaranteeing the existence of a nonzero critical
point for I.
Theorem 2.10. Let the hypotheses of Proposition 2.6 be satisfied. In
addition, assume that N : E  R satisfies the crossing conditions
N(u)
1
2
*k&1 |u| 2 for all u # E, (H4)
lim sup
|u|  0
2N(u)
|u| 2
:<*k<;lim inf
|u|  
2N(u)
|u| 2
. (H5)
Then, the functional I possesses a nonzero critical point.
Proof. Recalling (2.7), define the subspaces E&=V* k&1 N*k&1 ,
E+=W*k&1 and pick :^<; so that :<:^<*k<; <;. Using (H5) and (H4),
it follows that
N(u) 12; |u|
2&K \u # E,
for some K >0 and, hence, Remark 2.2 gives some &^=&^; >0 such that
I(u)q(u)& 12; |u|
2+K =q; (u)+K &&^ &u&2+K (2.19)
for all u # E& span[,k], where ,k is any *k-eigenfunction. Also, (H5)
implies
N(u) 12 :^ |u|
2 \ |u|$, (2.20)
for some $>0 and, on the other hand, (H1) yields
N(u)
&u&r+1
b +
d
&u&r
M \ |u|$, (2.21)
for some M >0, since |u|C1 &u& \u # E. Therefore, (2.20) and (2.21) give
N(u) 12 :^ |u|
2+M &u&r+1 \u # E,
hence
I (u)q(u)& 12 :^ |u|
2&M &u&r+1=q:^(u)&M &u&r+1
+^ &u&2&M &u&r+1=(+^&M &u&r&1)&u&2 (2.22)
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for all u # E+ and some +^=+^:>0. Since r>1, we can find |, \>0 such
that
I (u)| \u # E+ , &u&=\. (2.23)
On the other hand, we obtain from (H4) that
I (u)q(u)& 12*k&1 |u|
2=q*k&1(u)0 \u # E& , (2.24)
and, from (2.19), that there exists R>0 such that
I(u)0 \u # E&span[,k], &u&R. (2.25)
The above estimates show that the functional I has the geometry required
by the BenciRabinowitz Linking Theorem. Therefore, keeping again
Proposition 2.6 in mind, we may conclude from (2.23)(2.25) that I pos-
sesses a critical point u^ # E with I (u^)|>0. In particular, u^{0 since
I (0)=0 by (2.22) and (2.24). The proof of Theorem 2.10 is complete.
K
3. Applications
(A) Hamiltonian Systems
Let A be a real symmetric 2n_2n matrix and H : R_R2n  R be a con-
tinuous function such that H( } , u) is a T-periodic for each u # R2n and
H(t, } ) is of class C 1 for each t # R. We consider the problem of existence
of T-periodic solutions for the Hamiltonian system
&J
du
dt
=Au+{H(t, u), (HS)
where J=( 0I
&I
0 ) is the usual symplectic matrix and {H={uH is the
gradient in the variable u # R2n. For simplicity, we choose T=2? and write
S1=R2?Z.
We let H=L2(S 1, R2n) denote the usual Hilbert space of square
integrable functions u : S1  R2n, endowed with the norm
|u| :=( j # Z |aj | 2)12, where u= j # Z ajeijt with aj # C2n, a&j=aj . Clearly
| } | comes from the inner product
(u |v)= :
j # Z
aj } bj
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where u= j # Z ajeijt, v= j # Z bjeijt and the dot denotes the product
! } '=2nk=1 !k'k for !=(!1 , ..., !2n), '=('1 , ..., '2n) # C
2n. Also, as usual,
we define
&u&2 := :
j # Z
(1+| j | )|aj | 2
and consider the fractional Sobolev space
E=W12, 2(S1, R2n) :=[u # H | &u&<],
whose norm & }& is induced by the inner product
(u, v) := :
j # Z
(1+| j | ) aj } bj .
Now, let L : D(L)/H  H be the selfadjoint operator L=&Jddt&A
with domain
D(L)=W1, 2(S1, R2n) :={u # H } :j # Z (1+| j |
2)|aj | 2<=
and defined by Lu :=& j # Z (ijJ+A) aj eijt \u= j # Z ajeijt # D(L).
Then, we clearly have that D(L)/E/H with |u|&u& \u # E and it
follows (see [25], for example) that the imbedding E / H is compact.
Moreover, letting C=max[1, &A&], we have
(Lu | v)=& :
j # Z
(ijJ+A) aj } bj
C \ :j # Z (1+| j | )|aj |
2+
12
\ :j # Z (1+| j | )|bj |
2+
12
for any u= j # Z ajeijt, v= j # Z bjeijt # D(L). Therefore, the basic abstract
hypotheses (L1), (L2) of Section 2A) are true. In particular, we note that
the bounded, selfadjoint operator L : E  E, associated with L, acts on an
arbitrary u= j # Z aj eijt # E according to the formula
Lu=& :
j # Z
(ijJ+A) aj
1+| j |
eijt. (3.1)
Finally, we let T : E  E be the compact, selfadjoint operator such that
(u | v)=(Tu, v) \u, v # E and note that Tu is defined by
Tu= :
j # Z
aj
1+| j |
eijt. (3.2)
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Then (3.1) and (3.2) show that the operators L and T commute, so that
hypothesis (L3) of Section 2A) is also satisfied.
Hence, since we have checked that all the basic hypotheses (L1), (L2)
and (L3) hold true, we conclude the existence of an orthonormal basis [,j]
for E such that
L,j=*jT,j , L,j=+j,j , T,j=&j,j ,
where +j=*j&j \j # Z.
Remark 3.1. In the special case that A=0, a straightforward standard
calculation shows that *j=j, with the corresponding eigenspace being
spanned by the functions
,mj (t)=(cos jt) em+(sin jt) Jem , m=1, ..., 2n, j # Z,
where [em] is the canonical basis in R2n. In fact, using the Fourier expan-
sions (3.1) and (3.2), it is easy to see that the eigenvalues *j are the roots
l # R of the polynomial equations det (ijJ+A+l )=0, j # Z, and the eigen-
functions are Re(aj eijt) and Im(ajeijt), where the aj 's are the eigenvectors of
the matrix (ijJ+A+l ).
Next, we shall direct our attention to the following functional
I (u)= 12 (Lu, u) &|
2?
0
H(t, u) dt=q(u)&N(u), (3.3)
which is well defined and of class C1 on the Sobolev space
E=W12, 2(S1, R2n) in case {H(t, u) satisfies the growth condition
|{H(t, u)|A |u| r+B for all (t, u) # [0, 2?]_R2n, (H1)
where A, B>0 and r>1. Indeed, one has in this case (see e.g. [25]) that
({I(u), h) =(Lu, h) &|
2?
0
{H(t, u) } h dt
=(Lu, h) &({N(u), h) \u, h # E, (3.4)
so that the critical points of I are the weak solutions of (HS ).
On the other hand, in addition to the structural hypotheses (L1)&(L3)
of Section 2A) which were already checked, we shall now verify condition
(E) by letting
X=Lar(S 1, R2n) (3.5)
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where r>1 is given in (H1) and a>1 is chosen as follows. Given +
satisfying r>+>r&1>0, let a>1 be such that ar>+>a(r&1). Then,
picking q>2 so that q>ar>+, we have the interpolation inequality (see
[27], pg. 70)
|u|ar|u| 1&t+ |u|
t
q \u # L
+ & Lq, (3.6)
where t # (0, 1) satisfies 1ar=(1&t)++tq. In view of the (compact)
imbedding E / Lq for all q1 (see [25]), the above estimate shows that
(E)(i) holds with our choice of X in (3.5) and (u)=K |u|+ for some K>0.
Now, if ar2 then we have X / H, so that (E)(ii) follows at once, as we
already remarked in Section 2B). On the other hand, if ar<2, then we use
again the interpolation inequality
|u||u| 1&sar |u|
s
q \u # L
ar & Lq,
with 12=(1&s)ar+sq, to show that (E)(ii) also holds true in this case.
Finally, we list the hypotheses which will be used in our main results for
the Hamiltonian system (HS ), namely, the nonquadraticity conditions
lim inf
|u|  
u } {H(t, u)&2H(t,u)
|u|+
a>0 unif. for t # [0, 2?], (H+2 )
lim sup
|u|  
u } {H(t, u)&2H(t, u)
|u|+
&a<0 unif. for t # [0, 2?], (H&2 )
the asymptotic noncrossing conditions
*k&1<lim inf
|u|  
2H(t, u)
|u| 2
lim sup
|u|  
2H(t, u)
|u| 2
*k unif. for t # [0, 2?],
(H+3 )
*k&1lim inf
|u|  
2H(t, u)
|u| 2
lim sup
|u|  
2H(t, u)
|u| 2
<*k unif. for t # [0, 2?],
(H&3 )
and the crossing conditions
H(t, u)
1
2
*k&1 |u| 2 for all (t, u) # [0, 2?]_R2n, (H4)
lim sup
u  0
2H(t, u)
|u| 2
:<*k<;lim inf
|u|  
2H(t, u)
|u| 2
unif. for t # [0, 2?],
(H5)
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where *k&1<*k are consecutive eigenvalues of the operator L=
&Jddt&A. We are now ready to state
Theorem 3.2. Suppose that H(t, u) satisfies (H1) and the non-
quadraticity condition (H+2 ) [resp. (H
&
2 )] with +>r&1>0. If H(t, u) also
verifies (H+3 ) [resp. (H
&
3 )], then the Hamiltonian system (HS) has a
2?-periodic solution.
As an immediate consequence we obtain:
Corollary 3.3. Assume that (HS) is resonant in the sense that
lim
|u|  
2H(t, u)
|u| 2
=*k unif. for t # [0, 2?], (H6)
for some eigenvalue *k . Then (HS) has a 2?-periodic solution provided that
(H1) and (H+2 ) [or (H
&
2 )] hold with +>r&1>0.
When {H(t, 0)#0 and u=0 is a solution we have the multiplicity result:
Theorem 3.4. If H(t, u) satisfies (H1), (H+2 ) [or (H
&
2 )] with
+>r&1>0, and the crossing conditions (H4), (H5), then the Hamiltonian
system (HS ) possesses a nonzero 2?-periodic solution.
Theorem 3.4 above has the following interesting corollary. Let
L0=&Jddt and H0(u)= 12Au .u+H(u). Then, the functional I in (3.3)
can be written as
I (u)= 12(L0 u, u)&|
2?
0
H0(u) dt,
where the eigenvalues *0j of L0u=*Tu are *
0
j =j (cf. Remark 3.1). Let *min
*max denote the smallest and largest eigenvalue of the matrix A and write
: :=lim supu  0 2H(u)|u| 2, ; :=lim inf |u|   2H(u)|u| 2. Also, given r # R,
define [r] :=r&k, where k # Z is the largest integer such that k<r. If H(u)
satisfies (H1) and the hypotheses below (for some constant m # R)
H(u) 12m |u|
2 for all u # R2n, (H$4)
*max&*min+:<;&1<m+[;+*min], (H$5)
then it not hard to see that H0(u) satisfies (H1), (H4) and (H5) with k # Z
chosen as k=;+*min&[;+*min]. As a consequence we obtain the
following
Corollary 3.5. If H(u) satisfies (H1), (H2), (H$4) and (H$5) then (HS)
has a nontrivial 2?-periodic solution.
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Proof of Theorem 3.2. Recalling the notation and definitions given
earlier, we are going to apply Theorem 2.9 to the functional I given in
(3.3).
First of all, we recall that I is of class C 1 on E=W12, 2(S 1, R2n) and we
have the compact imbedding E / Lq for all q1, so that the operator
{N : E  E given in (3.4) is a compact operator. Then, considering the
space X=Lar(S 1, R2n) chosen in (3.5), we already verified that the basic
hypothesis (E) held true with (u)=K |u|+ and
t=
q
q&+ \
ar&+
ar + .
On the other hand, a straightforward computation using Holder's
inequality shows that (H1) implies (H1) and that the condition tr<1 is
equivalent to +>qa(r&1)(q&a). Therefore, since a>1 was chosen such
that +>a(r&1) and since limq   qa(q&a)=a, we will pick q sufficiently
large so that the condition tr<1 required in Proposition 2.6 is satisfied.
Moreover, by integration, (H+2 ) [resp. (H
&
2 )] immediately yields (H
+
2 )
[resp. (H&2 )].
Finally, it is easy to see that (H+3 ) [resp (H
&
3 )] implies (H
+
3 ) [resp.
(H&3 )]. Hence, since we have checked all the hypotheses of Theorem 2.9,
we may conclude that the functional I has a critical point, that is, the
Hamiltonian system (HS ) has a weak 2?-periodic solution, hence a classi-
cal 2?-periodic solution. The proof of Theorem 3.2 is complete. K
Proof of Theorem 3.4. It is easy to see that (H4) and (H5) imply (H4)
and (H5), respectively. Therefore, since all the other hypotheses of Theorem
2.10 have already been checked in the above proof of Theorem 3.2, we may
conclude that the Hamiltonian system (HS ) has a nonzero 2?-periodic
solution. K
(B) Semilinear Wave Equations
Let f : R_[0, ?]_R  R be a continuous function such that f ( } , x, u) is
T-periodic for each (x, u) # [0, ?]_R. We consider the problem of
existence of time T-periodic solutions for the wave equation
utt&uxx+f (t, x, u)=0 (WE )
under the Dirichlet boundary condition
u(t, 0)=u(t, ?)=0. (3.7)
In order to avoid problems with smalldivisors, we will assume that T is a
rational multiple of ?. For simplicity, we choose T=2?.
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So, let 0=(0, 2?)_(0, ?) and L2(0, R) be the usual Hilbert space of
square integrable functions u : 0  R, endowed with the inner product
(u | v)= :
k # N, j # Z
uk, j vk, j ,
where u= uk, j sin(kx) eijt, v= vk, j sin(kx) eijt with uk, j , vk, j # C,
uk, &j=uk, j , vk, &j=vk, j , for k # N and j # Z. From now on, unless stated
otherwise, all summation signs are taken over k # N and j # Z. Also for
u # L2(0, R) as above, we let
&u&2 :=: (1+|k2&j2 | )|uk, j | 2
and define the Sobolev space
W 1, 20, per :=[u # L
2(0, R) | &u&<],
whose norm & }& clearly derives from the inner product
(u, v) :=: (1+|k2&j 2| ) uk, j vk, j.
Now, let L0 be the selfadjoint operator L0=
2
x&
2
t on L
2(0, R) with
domain
D(L0)=W 2, 20, per :={u # L2(0, R) } : (1+|k2&j2 | 2)|uk, j | 2<=
and defined by L0u := ( j 2&k2) uk, j sin(kx) eijt \u= uk, j sin(kx) eijt #
D(L0). Also, let H/L2(0, R) be any closed subspace which is invariant
under the operator L0 (that is, L0 u # H if u # D(L0) & H) and has the
following transversality property with ker(L0) (implying, in particular, that
H & ker(L0)=[0]):
u # H O uk, j=0 if k=| j |.
We consider the restricted selfadjoint operator L=L0 |H : H  H, with its
natural domain D(L)=D(L0) & H. Finally, we define the Sobolev space
E=W 1, 20, per & H.
From the above definitions it is immediate that D(L)/E/H with
|u|&u& \u # E. Also, using the transversality property of H and the fact
that
&sin(kx) eijt &2=(1+| j2&k2 | ) |(sin(kx) eijt | 2,
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it is not hard to show that the imbedding E / H is compact. Moreover,
we have
(Lu | v)=: ( j2&k2) uk, j vk, j
\: (1+|k2&j 2 | )|uk, j | 2+
12
\: (1+|k2&j 2 | )|uk, j | 2+
12
for any u= uk, j sin(kx) eijt, v= vk, j sin(kx) eijt # D(L0), so that the
basic hypotheses (L1), (L2) of Section 2A) hold true. We note that the
bounded, selfadjoint operator L : E  E associated with L is defined by
Lu=:
j 2&k2
1+| j 2&k2|
uk, j sin(kx) eijt. (3.8)
Finally, we define the compact, selfadjoint operator T : E  E by
(Tu, v) =(u | v) \u, v # E and note that, for u= uk, j sin(kx) eijt # E, we
have
Tu=:
uk, j
1+|k2&j 2|
sin(kx) eijt. (3.9)
It is clear from (3.8) and (3.9) that L and T commute, so that the basic
assumption (L3) of Section 2A) also holds true. We also note that the
eigenvalues *kj of Lu=*Tu form a subset of [ j 2&k2 | k{j, k=1, 2, ...,
j=0, 1, 2, ...].
Next, letting F(t, x, u)=u0 f (t, x, s) ds, we are going to apply the results
of Section 2 to the functional
I(u)= 12 (Lu, u) &|
?
0
|
2?
0
F(t, x, u) dt dx. (3.10)
First of all, we recall (cf. [10]) that E=W 1, 20, per & H is continuously
embedded in Lq & H for all q1. From this, it is not hard to show that I
is well-defined and of class C1 on the space E provided that f (t, x, u)
satisfies the growth condition
| f (t, x, u)|A |u| r+B for all (t, x, u) # [0, 2?]_[0, ?]_R, ( f1)
for some A, B>0 and r>1. In fact, assuming as in [10] that the
Nemytskii operator u(t, x) [ f (t, x, u(t, x)) also leaves the subspace
H/L2(0, R) invariant, that is,
u # H O f ( } , } , u) # H, ( f2)
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it follows that
({I(u), h) =(Lu, h)&|
?
0
|
2?
0
f (t, x, u) h dt dx \u, h # E,
so that the critical points of I are the weak solutions u # E of the problem
(WE ). Finally, since E=W 1, 20, per & H / L
q & H continuously for all q1
and the imbedding E / H is compact, we conclude that {N : E  E,
defined by
({N(u), h) =|
?
0
|
2?
0
f (t, x, u) h dt dx \u, h # E,
is a compact mapping. After the preceeding considerations, it is clear that
similar results to those previously proved for the Hamiltonian system (HS)
also hold true in the present situation of the wave equation (WE ). For
example, we can prove the following
Theorem 3.6. Let f (t, x, u) satisfy ( f1), ( f2) and the nonquadraticity
condition
lim inf
|u|  
uf (t, x, u)&2F(t, x, u)
|u|+
a>0 unif. for (t, x) # [0, 2?]_[0, ?],
( f3)
where +>r&1>0. If f (t, x, u) also verifies the crossing conditions
F(t, x, u)
1
2
*k$j $ u2 for all (t, x, u) # [0, 2?]_[0, ?]_R2n,
( f4)
lim sup
u  0
2F(t, x, u)
u2
:<*kj<;lim inf
|u|  
2F(t, x, u)
u2
unif. for (t, x) # [0, 2?]_[0, ?], ( f5)
where *k$j$<*kj are two consecutive eigenvalues of L, then (WE ) possesses
a nontrivial C1 weak solution u # H which is 2?-periodic in t and satisfies the
boundary condition (3.7).
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Remark 3.7. The same result is true if ( f3) is replaced by the dual
condition
lim sup
|u|  
uf (t, x, u)&2F(t, x, u)
|u|+
&a<0 unif. for (t, x) # [0, 2?]_[0, ?].
( f&3 )
Remark 3.8. Aside from its invariance under the operator L0 , the
transversality property required on the closed subspace H/L2(0, R)
(implying H & ker(L0)=[0]) was assumed mainly in order to have the
compactness needed in our abstract framework. One can find in [10]
several examples of such subspaces, for general rational periods T=2?ba
(a and b coprime integers) which, in addition to satisfying the transver-
sality property, are such that ( f2) holds for suitable given nonlinearities
f (t, x, u). A typical example is given by
H={u # L2(0, R) } u \t+T2 , ?&x+=u(t, x) a.e. (t, x) # R_(0, ?)= ,
and by choosing the continuous function f (t, x, u) to satisfy the symmetry
condition
f \t+T2 , ?&x, u+=f (t, x, u) \(t, x, u) # R_[0, ?]_R.
(C) Noncooperative Elliptic Systems
Let 0/RN be a smooth bounded domain and F : 0_R2  R a
Caratheodory function which is C 1 in the variables (z, w) # R2. For *, #,
and $ # R, we shall consider the Noncooperative Elliptic System
&2z=*z+$w+Fz(x, z, w) in 0
2w=$z+#w+Fw(x, z, w) in 0,
(NS)
subjected to Dirichlet boundary condition.
For H=L2(0, R2), and denoting by u=(z, w), {F=(Fz , Fw) and
A=\*$
$
#+ , R=\
1
0
0
&1+ , &29 =\
&2
0
0
&2+ ,
problem (NS ) may be rewritten as
Lu={F(x, u),
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where L : D(L)/H  H is the selfadjoint operator given by
Lu=(&29 R&A) u with domain
D(L)=W2, 2(0, R2) & W 1, 20 (0, R
2)
Choosing the norm & }& in E :=W 1, 20 (0, R
2) induced by the inner
product
( (z, w), (,, )) :=|
0
{z } {, dx+|
0
{w } { dx
standard arguments show that hypotheses (L1) and (L2) are satisfied,
where the inclusion E / H is compact.
We now let L, T : E  E be as defined in (2.2) and (2.3), respectively.
From the above definitions it is clear that L is given by
Lu=(R&TA) u, u # E,
where we are still denoting by R and A the operators u [ Ru and u [ Au
for u # E.
Claim. The operators L and T commute.
Indeed, it suffices to show that R and A commute with T. For that
matter, since A is a symmetric constant matrix, the operator A is self-
adjoint in E and, therefore, (TA)*=A*T*=AT. On the other hand, for
all u, v # E,
(TAu, v)=|
0
Au } v=|
0
u } Av=(u, TAv)
so that TA is also selfadjoint. It follows that TA=(TA)*=AT. In the same
way we obtain that R commutes with T, and the claim is proved.
From the Claim and the compact embedding E / H we obtain that
hypothesis (L3) is also satisfied.
Remark 3.9. Similarly to Remark 3.1, the eigenvalues and eigenfunc-
tions of problem (2.5) can be computed explicitly in this case. Indeed, for
j # N, let [:j] be the eigenvalues and [.j] the eingenfuctions of &2 in
H 10(0). Then u # E and * # R satisfy Lu=*Tu if and only if, for some :j ,
we have that * is an eigenvalue of the matrix :jR&A and u=v.j , where
v is the corresponding *-eigenvector.
Now, consider the functional
I (u)= 12 (Lu, u) &|
0
F(x, u) dx=q(u)&N(u).
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It is well-known that under the growth condition
|{F(x, u)|A |u| r+B a.e. x # 0, \u # R2, (F1)
where 1r<(N+2)(N&2) if N3 or 1r< if N=1, 2, the functional
I is of class C 1 on E and its critical points are the weak solutions of (NS ).
As before, hypotheses
lim inf
|u|  
u } {F(x, u)&2F(x, u)
|u|+
a>0 unif. for a.e. x # 0, (F +2 )
lim sup
|u|  
u } {F(x, u)&2F(x, u)
|u| +
&a<0 unif. for a.e. x # 0, (F &2 )
are related to the compactness conditions for the functional I. For the
geometry, letting *k&1<*k be two consecutive eigenvalues of the operator
L, we may use either the hypotheses
*k&1<lim inf
|u|  
2F(x, u)
|u| 2
lim sup
|u|  
2F(x, u)
|u| 2
*k unif. a.e x # 0 (F +3 )
*k&1lim inf
|u|  
2F(x, u)
|u| 2
lim sup
|u|  
2F(x, u)
|u| 2
<*k unif a.e. x # 0, (F &3 )
which are related to a saddle shape, or else the hypotheses
F(x, u)
1
2
*k&1 |u| 2 a.e x # 0, \u # R2 (F4)
lim sup
u  0
2F(x, u)
|u| 2
:<*k<;lim inf
|u|  
2F(x, u)
|u| 2
unif. for a.e. x # 0, (F5)
which are related to a mountain pass shape for the functional I.
Theorem 3.10. Assume F(x, u) satisfies (F1) and (F +2 ) [resp. (F
&
2 )]
with +>r&1>0 if N=1, 2 or +>N(r&1)2>0 if N3. If F(x, u) also
verifies (F+3 ) [resp. (F
&
3 )], then the Noncooperative Elliptic System (NS)
has a weak solution.
Corollary 3.11. Assume F(x, u) satisfies
lim
|u|  
2F(x, u)
|u| 2
=*k unif. a.e. x # 0 (F6)
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for some eigenvalue *k . Then (NS) has a weak solution provided that (F1)
and (F+2 ) [or (F
&
2 )] hold with +>r&1>0 if N=1, 2 or +>N(r&1)2>0
if N3.
Proof of Theorem 3.10. We are going to apply Theorem 2.9 for the
functional I above, for what we first check the hypotheses of Prop. 2.6.
For that matter we note that, using Holder's inequality, (H1) and (H
\
2 )
follow from (F1) and (F \2 ) with (u)=K |u|+ for some K>0. Also, for r
as in (F1), the embedding E / Lr+1(0, R2) is compact, so that
{N : E  E is a compact operator. As we already checked (L1)&(L3), it
now remains to check hypothesis (E). For this, we may follow the same
argument of the two previous sections if N=1, 2. For N3 we should
further restrict q to have the embedding E / Lq(0, R2), which holds for
2q2*, where 2*=2N(N&2) is the critical Sobolev exponent in this
case. In fact, taking q=2* and a=2N(N+2) its conjugate exponent, for
r as in (F1), it turns out that N(r&1)2<ar<q, so that we may choose
+ # R with
N
2
(r&1)<+<ar<q.
With these choices, the same argument of Section 2(A) shows that condi-
tion (E) is satisfied with X=Lar(0, R2) and (u)=K |u| + as above.
Finally, since (H \3 ) follows from (F
\
3 ) by integration, Theorem 2.9
applies to show the existence of a critical point u=(z, w) # E of the func-
tional I, that is, a weak solution of problem (NS ). K
Remark 3.12. In the above Corollary we are assuming that r>1 and,
therefore, + should be strictly positive. In view of (F6), it is natural to
ask about the case r=1. This case can indeed be considered (see [13])
replacing (F6) by the stronger condition
lim
|u|  
{F(x, u)&*ku
|u|
=0
and, at the same time, using one of the conditions
lim
|u|  
[u } {F(x, u)&2F(x, u)]=\ uniformly a.e. x # 0,
which are weaker then (F \2 ) with +>0.
It is now clear that we may use Theorem 2.10 to obtain the following
result:
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Theorem 3.13. Assume F(x, u) satisfies (F +2 ) [or(F
&
2 )] with
+>r&1>0 if N=1, 2 or +>N(r&1)2>0 if N3. Then the Non-
cooperative Elliptic System (NS ) has a weak nonzero solution provided that
the crossing conditions (F4), (F5) are satisfied.
These theorems improve our early results in [13], since we are now
allowing the crossing of any of the eigenvalues of L, and not only the first
positive one. In a different approach, the superquadratic case of (NS ) was
considered by de FigueiredoFelmer in [15], where the notion of ``critical
hyperbola'' is used instead of the usual critical Sobolev exponent.
Remark 3.14. An important particular case of problem (NS ), related
to reaction-diffusion equations in biology, is the one in which
F(x, z, w)=F1(x, z)+F2(x, w). This case was considered by Rothe [26],
LazerMckenna [19], de FigueiredoMitidieri [16] and Silva [29]
assuming further that F2(x, w)#0 and restricting the parameters *, # and
$ so that the system (NS ) could be reduced to a scalar problem for the
function z. The abore results do not immediately apply if F2(x, w)#0, since
clearly F(x, z, w)=F1(x, z) does not satisfy the hypotheses of our
Theorems. However, without any restriction on the parameters *, # and $,
our technique may be used to also handle this case. Indeed, it is enough to
assume a nonquadraticity condition for F1(x, z) and that this function
crosses a special eigenvalue, namely, an eigenvalue of the problem
Lu=*TPu, where P is the matrix corresponding to the projection
(z, w) [ (z, 0) (see [13] for details).
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